LVL UP Sports Safety Rules
The most important rule we have at LVL UP Sports is that your protective paintball
masks (also known as goggles) MUST be worn AT ALL TIMES when players are within
the "Masks On” designated areas. Absolute no exceptions! If a staff member sees you
taking off your mask off during game play, you will receive one warning. If you take your
mask off a second time, you will be asked to sit out a game. If you take your mask off a
third time, you will be disqualified from playing paintball at LVL UP Sports for the day
without a refund.
Absolutely no shooting over the netting is tolerated. Failure to comply will mean
automatic ejection from our facilities without reimbursement and may result in a
permanent ban.
Anyone caught using paintballs not purchased at LVL UP Sports will be ejected from the
premises without a refund.
All paintball markers must be set at 285 fps, no higher (rental equipment is pre-set at this
speed). Players may be asked to be chronographed at any time in the day. Excessive
velocity speeds may result in ejection from park.
No blind firing is allowed at LVL UP Sports. For definition of blind firing see below.
No alcoholic beverages or drugs are allowed on location. Anyone who has been drinking
or appears intoxicated will be asked to leave.
No Smoking within 15 feet of the main buildings.
Players must have working barrel socks / covers and must have them on markers 100%
of the time outside of the designated playing areas. Barrel plugs are not allowed. All
rental equipment comes with barrel socks.
Although we realize that accidents happen and equipment does break, we reserve the
right to determine if there has been excessive mishandling of equipment and if financial
restitution is warranted.
Referees have final say. Respect your fellow players.
See detailed explanations and definitions below.

MASKS
The most important rule in paintball is that all players must wear a protective goggle
system or mask at all times when they are playing or near other people who are playing.
While paintballs will not cause permanent injury to most areas of the body, the eyes,
and to a lesser extent the ears, are vulnerable to serious injury if hit by a paintball.
Paintball masks are specifically designed for the sport, and the goggles are capable of
withstanding a direct hit from a paintball traveling at well over 300 feet per second (90
m/s), the safety limit adopted by paintball marker manufacturers. The lenses of the
goggles are composed of either single sheets of tough plastic, or thermal lenses, which
cut down on fogging. Most masks have flaps that protect the ears, and some include a
visor to shade the player from sunlight. Some players use masks that cover the entire
head for maximum protection, while the majority of tournament-level players choose
smaller masks that offer a wider field of view, better hearing, vocal communication and
more venting. Recently, small timers were created to fit in the goggle, alerting the user
to a certain time in the game.
BARREL COVERS, SOCKS, AND PLUGS
A safety device comprised of a cloth or neoprene pouch placed over the opening of the
barrel and attached to the marker via a cord. These are usually required by commercial
fields, to be used whenever the player is not on a field. They prevent an accidentally
discharged paintball from leaving the barrel and causing injury. Forgetting to replace it
after leaving a game and entering a safe zone will usually earn a warning. Repeated
infractions will often result in ejection from the site. This is done for liability reasons and
to lower possibility of unexpected injury to anyone around, especially important when
involving eye safety.
Barrel socks are now preferred over barrel plugs because of the reduced possibility of
discharging the safety equipment from the marker. When using a barrel plug, the first
accidentally fired shot will shatter inside the barrel against the plug, pushing it at least
partly out of the barrel. The second or third shot will likely dislodge the plug completely,
meaning further shots pose a danger to surrounding players. With modern markers
easily capable of firing five or more shots in a fraction of a second, barrel plugs simply
do not provide an adequate guarantee of protection. Furthermore, a discharging plug is
a hazard in itself, as it can be fired with some speed out of the end of the barrel.
A barrel sock, by contrast, does not adhere rigidly to the end of the barrel but is instead
attached with elastic. If a paintball is accidentally fired, it passes out the end of the

barrel and is caught by the barrel sock. The momentum of the paintball is absorbed by
the elastic, which then springs back into position, pushing the paintball harmlessly out
the bottom of the sock. Repetitive firings therefore pose no threat to safety, and the
paintball does not make a mess of the inside of the barrel.
BLIND FIRING
To “blind fire” is to discharge a marker around a corner or over an object with your head
still behind that object or corner, making you unable to see where you shoot. Blind firing
is discouraged on many fields, for potential safety implications. As the shooter cannot
see where their shots are landing, they could accidentally fire at somebody point blank,
hit a referee, hit a person that had removed their mask (also a major safety violation), or
otherwise cause damage or injury through indiscriminately firing paint at an unseen
target, although many players use the arc of a paintball to shoot at someone they can’t
see over low bunkers. This tactic is not advisable.
PAINTBALL VELOCITY
In addition to the mandatory use of masks, paintball markers must not fire paintballs that
exceed a certain velocity. The industry standard maximum velocity for safe play is 300
FPS (feet per second), about 91 meters per second.
Many commercial paintball facilities mandate a lower velocity, usually around 280 feet
per second (85 m/s, 300 km/h or 190 mph), with a muzzle energy of approximately 11
joules, in order to create an extra margin of safety. Due to the closer proximity of
players to each other, a majority of indoor paintball facilities cap marker velocities at an
even lower level, between 220-250 FPS.
Paintball velocity is measured using a chronograph. Chronographs are standard
equipment at commercial paintball facilities, but should be purchased if not playing at a
commercial location. Players who play without first using a chronograph put themselves
and other players at risk. Changes in temperature greatly affect a paintball’s velocity
when propelled by compressed gases that undergo phase change, such as compressed
carbon dioxide, the most commonly used propellant. Markers should be chronographed
several times throughout the day. Paintball markers should also be chronographed after
any adjustment, replacement of parts, such as the barrel, or paint as these changes
generally affect the paintball’s velocity.

Compressed air is rapidly replacing CO2 as the most commonly used propellant. This is
because it provides a constant and stable pressure that isn’t subject to changes in
outside temperature and is also easier to refill and more environmentally friendly.
Further, as carbon dioxide is a known attractant of certain insects known to prey on
humans, it has been speculated (though not conclusively proved) that use of
compressed air can reduce the likelihood of being stung or bitten in a wooded setting.
OVER-SHOOTING
To overshoot (also called bonus balling or lighting up) is to repeatedly shoot a player
after they are eliminated. Generally, it’s considered a few extra shots after a successful
break. This practice is frowned upon by nearly all players. There is no set rule as to
what constitutes overshooting. It varies in recreational play, with each field having its
own individual set of rules. However, in tournament play, it is generally up to the head
referee’s discretion. The penalty for overshooting in tournaments is usually a 2-for-1, the
elimination of the guilty player as well as another player from his or her own team, but
each tournament has its own set of rules.
RAMPING
“Ramping”, the term used to describe the firing of a paintball when the trigger is pulled,
and another when the trigger is released, is a popular but controversial style of shooting
a paintball marker. Although many games, and fields allow ramping, there are still
specific rules to this that must be adhered to. LVL UP Sports does not allow ramping in
both Open Games and Private Games. On our tournament fields, ramping mode is
capped at 12.5 bps, or whatever the current speed limit of the NXL is at the time.

